KAR-21 prospectus no.2, semiautomatic, EN

Ensio FireArms

KAR-21
Käräjämies Automatic Rifle

The KAR-21 is a modern multi-caliber rifle system designed to use two different sized cartridges from
the same weapon. A reliable and functional weapon is easy to field strip without tools.
With just one tool, you can change caliber from .223 Rem to .308 Win.
Compared to its competitors, the recoil control of the rifle is easier to handle because the barrel line
is below the stock line. The full-length, monolithic upper frame with the Stanag 4694 picatinny rail
allows a firm attachment for optics and night vision devices.
A muzzle brake and a silencer can be attached to the weapon.
For the silencer, the gun has an adjustable gas port - we recommend to use blow-through silencers.
The use of the weapon is designed for both right- and left-handed use.
Several sling mounts for versatile attachment of the sling.

Designed and manufactured in FINLAND.

SPECS
KAR-21 rifle system
Calibers:

.223 Rem 16" / .308 Win 16" or 20"

Lenght:

840mm (.223 Rem, 16" barrel)
855mm (.308 Win, 16" barrel)
955mm (.308 Win and 20" barrel)

Weight:

3,7kg (When barrel length is 16" (410mm))

Action:

Short stroke gas piston
Rotating bolt
Adjustable gas port
Semiautomatic

Barrel:

Lothar Walther, button rifled barrel

Muzzle thread:

.223 Rem: 1/2-28unef
.308Win: 5/8-24unef

Trigger mechanism:

KAR, two stage, (not AR compatible)

Magazine:

10 rounds (2 and 3 round magazines available for hunting purposes)
Uses AR-10 and AR-15 style magazines
(Magpul P-mag)

Mounting options:

Full-length Stanag 4694 picatinny rail
M-lok munting system on the sides of and below the gun
QD sling- and HK hook -mounts

Use:

Ambidexterous safety/fire selector and magazine release
The side of the charging handle can be changed during a field strip
The charging handle does not move when firing
A large and durable bolt catch/release that locks open when the
magazine is empty
Large trigger guard

Caliber change:

The change is made with only four parts
Barrel
Bolt
Magazine well
Magazine

Colour:

Black

KAR-21 is a product designed by Toni Käräjämies, owned and manufactured by Ensio FireArms Oy.
Patent application filed:
Patent number FI20215347
Desing right number 008476634-0001
KAR-21 is desingned to be a semiautomatic rifle for sport shooting and hunting purposes.
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